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Abstract - - In  this work, we derive exact and approximate expressions for the conditional mean 
and variance of the initial state of a state space model, allowing for unit roots and stochastic inputs. 
These results provide adequate initial conditions to compute the exact likelihood using the Kalman 
filter. The exact conditional moments axe the best choice when the stochastic structure of the inputs is 
known. If this is not the case, the approximate expressions axe a good alternative, as some simulation 
results illustrate. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Exact maximum likelihood, Initial conditions, Kalman filter, State space model, Unit 
roots. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent literature shows an increasing interest in methods to compute maximum likelihood es- 
timates for the parameters in state space (SS) models. This may be due to three facts. First, 
the SS representation i cludes as particular cases many standard formulations, e.g., ARMA, 
VARMA, and VARMAX. Second, the SS framework simplifies the analysis in many nonstan- 
daxd situations like errors in variables [1, Chapter 3], conditional heteroskedastic errors [2], or 
random coefficients [3]. Third, the exact likelihood function of a SS model, its first- and second- 
order derivative, and its information matrix have been analyzed by the literature [1,4], which 
hence provides all the elements required to implement robust and efficient estimation and testing 
procedures. 
The joint log density function of the sample (Yt, t = 1,.. . ,  N), conditional on an input vec- 
tor (u), can be written as a function of the conditional mean and variance of the initial state (Xl) 
e(y [ u) = g(xl [ u) + e(y [ u, xl) - e(xl [ y, u). (1) 
Under normality, the evaluation of (1) crucially depends on the values ofE(Xl I u) and cov(xl I u) 
because these moments characterize the first term in (1) and provide an adequate initialization 
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of a Kalman filter (KF) required to calculate the second and third terms [5,6]. As we will show 
in this paper, initialization is also important because final estimates are sensitive to the initial 
conditions of the filter, this effect being very important in models with high signal-to-noise ratios, 
seasonal models, and when the sample is short. 
The computation of adequate initial conditions depends on two issues, the stationarity of the 
SS model and the stochastic nature of its inputs. 
When the model is stationary, the standard initialization consists of using the unconditional 
mean and variance of the initial state [7, Chapter 4]. In the nonstationary case, these moments 
are not finite and the literature suggests several alternatives: 
(a) setting E(xi) -- 0 and cov(xl) = kI, where k is an arbitrary large constant [6]; 
(b) using the information filter [8]; 
(c) initializing the filter with E(xl) = 0 and cov(xl) = 0 and adjusting the log-likelihood 
function to compensate for this initialization [4]; 
(d) Bell and Hillmer [9] suggested applying the transformation approach of [10] directly to 
the initial dataset; and 
(e) Koopman [11] presents a new exact solution for the initialization of the Kalman filter for 
SS models with diffuse initial conditions. 
This author proposes: 
(1) setting E(xl) = 0 and cov(xl) = P ,  + kPoc, where the matrices P ,  and Poo are known, 
and 
(2) transforming the Kalman filter variables, so that they do not depend on k. 
Ansley and Kohn [10] point out that Method (a) induces numerical errors, and Method (b) cannot 
be applied to all cases. Method (d) provides the appropriate initialization of the Kalman filter 
for the remaining dataset, but needs modification when missing observations occur in the initial 
dataset. Methods (c)-(e) do not allow for stochastic inputs. 
De Jong and Chu-Chun-Lin [12] obtained the exact expressions ofE(xl I u) and COV(X 1 I U) for 
a SS model with unit roots and deterministic inputs, thus providing adequate initial conditions 
when the inputs are constant erms or dummy variables. In most other cases, however, the 
exogenous variables in an econometric model should be regarded as stochastic; In this paper, we 
generalize their results by deriving exact and approximate expressions for the conditional mean 
and variance of the initial state of a SS system, allowing for stochastic nputs. Previous literature, 
mostly belonging to the engineering field, did not pay attention to this issue, probably due to 
the fact that in most physical systems, inputs can be safely assumed to be either deterministic 
or controllable. However, it is very relevant when modelling an economic time series. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 states the problem and defines the basic 
notation. In Section 3, we derive the exact expressions of E(x1 I u) and coy(x1 I u). In Section 4, 
we obtain approximations to these moments that both avoid the need to know the stochastic 
structure of the inputs and reduce the computational cost of initialization. The performance 
of the exact and approximate criteria is tested in Section 5, by means of a simulation exercise. 
Appendices 1 and 2 contain the proofs of the main results. 
2. THE L IKEL IHOOD OF A SS MODEL 
WITH STOCHASTIC  INPUTS 
ASS model in steady-state innovations form can be written as 
Yt = Hxt  + Dut  + ~t, (2) 
Xt+l = AXt "~- PUt ~- E{~t, (3) 
where the observation equation (2) generates the (m × 1) vector of measures Yt, for all t = 
1, . . . ,  N, ut is an (r × 1) vector of observable inputs, and the state equation (3) describes the 
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evolution of the (n × 1) state vector, xt. Model (2),(3) can be stationary, nonstationary, or partial 
nonstationary, depending on the eigenvalues of A. Also, ut may include deterministic and/or 
stochastic inputs. These two issues--stationarity and stochastic nature of the inputs--affect 
crucially the values of E(xl I u) and cov(xl I u), and therefore, the evaluation of the likelihood 
function. 
We make the following assumption about (2),(3): 
(i) The system is Gaussian; i.e., ~t N N(0, E~). 
(ii) The initial state is independent of the sequence ct and such that xl I U ~ N(#, P1), 
U = [U l ,  . . . .  UN] .  
(iii) Matrices H, D, A, F, E, and ~ and the moments # and P1 are unknown. 
Assuming (i)-(iii), our purpose consists of computing the likelihood of a vector 0, containing 
all the parameters in H, D, A, F, E, and E~, using the data in Y = [Yl,... ,YN] and U = 
[ul , . . . ,  UN]. Following [4], minus twice the log-likelihood is, apart from constants 
N N 
l(Z [ U, 0) = log [PI[ +/zTPll# + E log [Bt[ + ~ etTBtlet 
t= l  t= l  (4) 
+ log lV l  1 + WN[ -  (v i i#  + WN)T (V~-I + WN) -1 (v i i#  + WN), 
where et and Bt (t = 1,. . . ,  N) axe the innovations and their eovaxiance matrices resulting from 
a KF(0, 0), i.e., the Kalman filter applied to (2),(3) with null values for the mean and eovaxianee 
of the initial state. The values of w N and WN can be computed as follows: 
Wt = Wt -1  + ZtT_lHTBtlet, 
Wt = Wt-1 + ZtT_IHTBtlHZt-1, 
Zt = (A - KtH)Zt-1, 
(5) 
(8) 
(~) 
where wt and Wt should be initialized with null values, Z0 -- I, and Kt is the gain of the 
gF(0, 0) applied to (2),(3). 
3. EXACT INITIAL CONDIT IONS FOR A 
SS MODEL WITH STOCHASTIC  INPUTS 
In this section, we derive the exact expressions of the conditional mean and variance of the 
state Xl for a SS model with stochastic inputs. Assume that the dynamics of the inputs are given 
by 
xut+l = Fx~ + Gat, (S) 
ut = Jxt" + at, (9) 
where at is a vector of zero-mean random errors with covariance Za and independent from et 
in model (2),(3). Matrices F, G, J, and Za are time-invariant and unknown. Following [1, 
Chapter 3], equations (2),(3) and (8),(9) can be written in a single SS system 
o~t+l = ffA)o/t + MWt, (10) 
zt = I:I(~t + N~?t, (11) 
where 
TIt ---- , Ott ~ , Zt ~ • 
at x ut 
(12) 
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As • is a square matrix, there exists fi such that ~ = fi diag(~9 N, cE)f i -1,  or 
= [f in fiE] ¢E TE , (13) 
where ~Y and @E are Jordan forms that contain, respectively, the nonstationary and stationary 
roots of @ [13, Chapter 1]. From (13), it is easy to decompose quation (10) in two systems 
a g ~NatN + TNMTh, (14) t+l = 
oLE+I ---- ~Eo~E -+- TEM~h, (15) 
where (14) and (15) represent he evolution of the nonstationary and stationary components 
of c~t, respectively. In these conditions, the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 1. The exact first- and second-order moments of the initial state xl of (2),(3), 
conditional on inputs, are 
E(xl  ]U)  ~ # : P12P~ -1 (S + v~l ) - I  s, (16) 
cov(xl [ U) ~ P1 = P l l  - P12S (S + P~-21) -1 p221p21, (17) 
where 
S = XTD-1X, (18) 
s = XTD- ld .  (19)' 
X is a matrix whose block-row is JFt-1, Ft = (F - KtJ)~'t-1, starting from ~'0 = I, and Kt is 
the Kalman filter gain resulting from the application of KF(O, O) to (8),(9). We also denote d as 
the (r x N) x 1 innovations vector, dr, D is a block-diagonal matrix that contains the covariance 
matrices of each r innovation, and Pij denotes the (i,j) block of the covariance matrix P, defined 
by 
p = kfiN (fiN) T + f/EpE (fiE) T, (20) 
pE being the solution of the Lyapunov equation applied to (15) [7, Chapter 4] and k an arbitrary 
large constant. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 1. 
REMARK 1. Note that the variance of the initial state (Xl) in the augmented model (10),(11), 
Pn ,  does not coincide with (17), which is smaller. When the problem consists of estimating the 
unknown parameters in model (2),(3), this difference is relevant, because if the uncertainty of 
the initial state is biased upwards, final estimates will be more imprecise than needed. However, 
when applied to compute forecasts or smoothed values of Yt, the augmented model (10),(11) can 
be used, yielding results identical to those of model (2),(3). 
REMARK 2. Expressions (16),(17) are general, as they can be applied in the stationary, non- 
stationary, and partial nonstationary situations. Note that in the last two cases, the direct 
computation of (16),(17) may produce undetermined results (e.g., 0 x oc). However, this is not 
important for likelihood computation because (4) does not depend on these conditional moments, 
but on P i  -1, p~-l#, and #Tpi- I# and, as the following proposition states, these terms always 
converge to finite and easy to compute values. Besides, P i  -1 exists but is rank-deficient [12]. 
REMARK 3. It is difficult to decompose xpressions (16) and (17) as [11] does, that is, in the 
part that does not depend on k and the part associated with k. For a wide class of SS models, 
the procedure of [4] also has important advantages in terms of computational load and numerical 
stability. 
REMARK 4. It is well known that Jordan decomposition is numerically unstable; see, e.g., [14]. 
However, it is not necessary to compute p - i ,  as this only requires block-diagonalizing the tran- 
sition matrix ~. A stable and efficient procedure to do this consists of 
(a) applying a real Schur decomposition, to obtain a triangular form, and 
(b) obtaining the block-diagonal matrix by solving a set of Sylvester equations; see [13]. 
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PROPOSITION 2. The terms P11, Pi- l#, and/ ITP l l# in (4) call be computed as 
P11 = V i i  -- Vx2(S -[- V22) - lv21,  
p l l /~  = -V12(S  -~ V22)- ls ,  
#Tp~-l/~ = s-r(S + V22)-lV21 (p~-l)+ V12(8 + V22)-ls, 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
where Vii is the (i,j) block of a matrix V such that V = p - i ,  (pi-1)+ denotes the Moore- 
Pep_rose pseudoinverse of p~l,  and the terms s and S axe defined in (18),(19). Note that the 
leEr-hand sides of (21)-(23) axe finite even if (10),(11) has unit roots. 
The proof of this result is in Appendix 2. 
Building on Propositions 1 and 2, it is easy to derive specific expressions for the exact first- 
and second-order moments conditional on inputs of stationary, nonstationary, and partial non- 
stationary models. 
(1) In the stationary case, [l N = 0 and i2 E -- I. Then, 
(a) P = pE;  see equation (20); 
(b) results (16),(17) hold, and 
(c) the conditional mean and variance depend on the input model. For example, if 
the inputs follow a white noise process, it is easy to see that ~ = 0 and P1 = 
AP IA  -r + EE~E T + FEaF "r. 
(2) In the pure nonstationary case, f~E = 0, f~N = I, and P --- kI, where k is a large constant; 
see equation (20). Then, expressions (21)-(23) collapse to zero. Since the likelihood 
function depends on (21)-(23), it is not necessary to choose an arbitrary value of k which 
could degrade the Kalman filter [4]. However, the term log [PI[ in (4) cannot be computed. 
In this situation, the log-likelihood function can be approximated by the limit when P1 
tends to infinity of £(Z [ U, 0) - log [P1 [, which yields 
N N 
g(Z [ U, 0) --~ ~ log IB,I + Z e:B~-let q-log ]WNI -- wTNw~rlwN- 
t=l t=l 
(3) In the partial nonstationary case, i.e., when some roots of if) are stationary and others are 
not, # and p~-I axe finite and different from zero. This result coincides with that obtained 
by De Jong and Chu-Chun-Lin [12] in the deterministic input case. The expression of P11 
is given by (21), and the conditional mean is given by (16). About the determinant of P1 
in (4), it is easy to compute the part corresponding to the stationary roots by setting 
~'~N __ 0 in (20). 
4. APPROXIMATE IN IT IAL  CONDIT IONS OF  A SS  MODEL 
Expressions (16),(17) require knowledge of both the model generating the inputs and its pa- 
rameters. In this section, we extend the previous framework by obtaining approximate initial 
conditions that can be applied when the model for the inputs is unknown. Besides, the com- 
putational cost of this initialization is smaller than that of the exact method. To do this, we 
reduce (2),(3) into a deterministic system 
xd+l = Ax  d -]- ru t ,  y~ = Hx~ + Dut, (24) 
and a stochastic system 
xSt+l = Ax~ + Eet, YtS = I-Ix~ + et, (25) 
where Xt+l = xd+l + x s t+l, Yt = yd + y~, and we assume that cov(x~x~) = 0 for all t [15]. This 
hypothesis is not very restrictive, as the independence between xl and et implies that a sufficient 
condition for cov(x~x d) -- 0 to hold is cov(x~x d) = 0. 
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From (24),(25), it is immediate that 
= ]~d .jr ~s,  (26) 
P1 = pd + p~, (27) 
where/~d = E(Xl d I U) and #8 = E(x~). Then, the problem reduces to computing estimates 
of #8, #d, p~, and pd. 
As for the stochastic system, the immemorial time argument assures that an adequate initial- 
ization is #8 = 0, and the solution for P~ depends on the existence of unit roots in (25) [12, 
Theorem 3]. We use the definition of immemorial time given in [12, pp. 154]; i.e., a SS model 
is said to have applied since time immemorial if the state transition equation (25) is assumed to 
hold for t = 0 , -1 , -2 , . . . ,  where x~ = 0 and r --* -c~. 
In the most general case, when the matrix A in (25) has both stationary and nonstationary 
roots, (p~)-i  .: (~E)T(pE)-I~E, where pE satisfies pE = AEpE(AE)T  nu ~EE~eET(~tE)T ' 
and there exists a matrix R such that A -- Rdiag(A N, AE)R -1 or alternatively 
A=[R g R E] A~ ~ , (28) 
where A N and A s are Jordan forms that contain the nonstationary and stationary roots of A, 
respectively. In these conditions, (p~)-i is always finite. 
In the deterministic system (24), we assume that the initial state is a fixed and unknown 
value, x~, with P~ = 0. Maximum likelihood estimates of #d can be computed using the ex- 
pressions #a = W~rlWN, where WN and WN result from the propagation of (5)-(7) [1,4]. In 
this case, the likelihood (4) can be concentrated with respect o #d and P~. Substituting this 
expression back into (4) yields the concentrated likelihood 
N N 
loglI + P~W[ + E log  {Btl + E z~Bt'tzt - wTW- lw"  (29) 
t----I t= l  
Therefore, the approximation consists of 
(a) computing #~ using the immemorial time argument, 
(b) computing #d by maximum likelihood, and 
(c) using (26),(27) to calculate the approximate initial conditions for the whole system. 
The resulting initial conditions are again different, according to the stationary or nonstationary 
nature of the model. 
(1) If (2),(3) is stationary, both the deterministic and stochastic systems are. s.tationary. 
Hence, according to (28), R g -- 0, R E -- I, A E -- A, and the approximation to the 
initial conditions is given by 
]~ ---- WNIWN,  (30) 
P1 = AP IA  T + EE~E q-. (31) 
(2) 
(3) 
Note that expressions (30),(31) do not depend on the parameters of the model for the 
inputs (8),(9). 
When (2),(3) is nonstationary, the conditional mean of the initial state is ~ -- Wy lwg,  
and the inverse of the corresponding covariance is p~-I _- 0. This result coincides with 
that obtained in [12]. 
The starting conditions of a partial nonstationary model are # = WNlWN and P{-' ---- 
( f f lE )T (pE) - I~  E, where pE satisfies P~' = AEpE(AE)  T + ~EE~jeET(~E)T , and ~E 
is defined in (28). 
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The idea to derive adequate initial conditions under conditions (1)-(3) consists of reduc- 
ing (2),(3) into (24),(25) and then applying the immemorial time argument. On the other hand, 
the correct initialization of a model with no stochastic errors depends only on the determinis- 
tic or stochastic nature of the inputs. If these are stochastic, the solution consists of obtaining 
maximum likelihood estimates of the initial state for the system. 
5. RESULTS WITH S IMULATED DATA 
In this section, we test the initialization procedures proposed in Sections 3 and 4, using simu- 
lated data. The samples were obtained with the random number generator of MATLAB, initial- 
ized with the default seed, determined by the system clock, and discarding the first 100 values 
no matter the sample size. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the average stimates obtained with 1000 replications, the sample standard 
errors, and mean squared error (MSE) of the parameters of a stationary transfer function for 
different sample sizes. We assume that the input variable follows first an AR(1) process and 
afterwards a seasonal AR(1) process. We use three initialization l~/~thods of the Kalman filter: 
the exact moments given by (16),(17), the standard initial conditions #--- 0 and P1 -- AP1A v + 
EEeE T, which ignore the stochastic structure of the input [12], and the approximate initial 
conditions (30),(31). The main conclusions of this experiment are the following. 
(1) When the sample size is small (30 or 50 observations), the estimates computed with 
exact initial conditions are better than those corresponding to the alternative procedures 
yielding a lower MSE. 
(2) The estimates become less sensitive to starting conditions as the sample size increases. 
(3) The approximate initial conditions behave well for all sample sizes. These result suggest 
that the approximate criterion does not differ substantially from the exact initialization 
procedure. 
(4) When the model is seasonal (see Table 2), the importance ofusing exact initial conditions 
increases, but the approximation proposed in Section 4 continues performing very well. 
APPENDIX  1 
PROOF OF  EXPRESS IONS (16) , (17)  
From (14),(15), De Jong and Chu-Chun-Lin [12] prove that 
Therefore, the distribution of the initial state is fa~ ~ N(0, P), where the blocks of P can be 
written as 
Pl l  = k~l~ T q-f3P E~T, 
P12 -- P2T1 = killS2 -r + fl3PEfl4 T, (A.2) 
P22 = k f2 f f  + ~4pE~4 T, 
where (flN)T = [f~T fiT] and (f~E)T = [f~3 v 
It is easy to prove [1] that 
f4v]; see equation (20). 
d t= [0 X] x~ 
d~ being the innovations resulting from a KF(0, 0) applied to (8),(9) and ae those corresponding 
to a process generated from a zero initial state and covariance matrix. The block-row of matrix X 
is JFt-1 and Ft = (F -Kt J )F t -1  starting from F0 = I and Kt is the KF(0, 0) gain. If we define d 
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Table 1. Summary of simulation results of a state space model with stochastic input. 
Theoretical values: ~b = 0.8, wo = 0.6, Wl - 0.3, 5i = 0.5, a~ ---- 1, and aa 2 = 0.1. 
Replications: 1000. Model: (1 - C B )ut  = et , yt = ((To -~ w i  B )  / (1 - 5iB))ut -t-at. 
Exact Initial Conditions [see equations (16),(17)] 
Y Cd 0 ('~1 (~1 ~2 
0.603 0.304 0.494 0.089 
3O 
(0.063) (0.090) (0.052) (0.024) 
0.600 0.304 0.497 0.092 
5O 
(0.048) (0.071) (0.041) (0.018) 
0.601 0.305 0.497 0.098 
100 
(0.032) (0.048) (0.026) (0.014) 
0.600 0.302 0.498 0.099 
2OO 
(0.023) (0.034) (0.019) (0.010) 
N 
30 
50 
100 
200 
MSE(&o) MSE(~I) MSE($1) MSE(da 2) 
3.997 8.752 2.769 0.721 
2.316 5.11 1.667 0.402 
1.039 2.276 0.686 0.197 
0.511 1.142 0.348 0.107 
Standard Initial Conditions: ~ = 0, P1 = AP iA  T + EZ, E T 
~0 
0.650 
(0.096) 
0.631 
(0.069) 
0.617 
(0.042) 
0.609 
(0.026) 
0,215 
(0.153) 
0.250 
(0.108) 
0.278 
(0.062) 
0.288 
(0.039) 
0.533 0.156 
(0.080) (0.090) 
0.519 0.134 
(0.054) (0.062) 
0.507 0.119 
(0.030) (0.034) 
0.504 0.110 
(0.020) (0.019) 
MSE(d:o) MSE(O1) MSE ((~1) MSE(52 ) 
11.763 30.579 7.521 11.19 
5.721 14.225 3.24 4.965 
2.067 4.251 0.943 1.501 
0.749 1.665 0.917 0.461 
Approximate Initial Conditions: ~ = W~v1WN, P i  ---- AP1A T T EEeE T 
N ~o ~i ~i ~ 
0.603 0.306 0.492 0.086 
3O 
(0.064) (0.093) (0.052) (0.024) 
0.600 0.305 0.496 0.090 
5O 
(0.048) (0.071) (0.041) (0.018) 
0.601 0.306 0.496 0.097 
100 
(0.032) (0.047) (0.026) (0.014) 
0.600 0.302 0.498 0.098 
2OO 
(0.023) (0.034) (0.019) (0.010) 
MSE(oOo) MSE(&I) MSE(51) MSE(d 2) 
4.051 8.704 2.792 0.761 
2.318 5.109 1.668 0.421 
1.038 2.28 0.686 0.199 
0.512 1.421 0,349 0.108 
N: Saxaple size. 
Standard errors in brackets. 
Mean Square Error (MSE) multiplied by 1000. 
as the (r × N)  x 1 vector of innovat ions  dt and  D as the block-diagonal  mat r ix  that  conta ins  the 
covar iance matr ices of each r innovat ions,  the whole system can be wr i t ten  as 
where X* -- [0 X]  and  a~ = Ix [  (x~)T]  T. Then,  the joint d is t r ibut ion  of [a~ dr]  s is 
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Table 2. Summary of simulation results of a seasonal state space model with stochas- 
tic input. Theoretical values: ¢ = 0.8, wo = 0.6, ¢Ol = 0.3, 51 ---- 0.5, a~ 2 ---- 1, and 
a 2 = 0.1. Replications: 1000. Model: (1 - ¢?B4)ut = et, yt = ((wo + WlB) / (1  - 
51B4 ) )ut -{- at. 
N dJ o ~)1 
0.608 0.303 0.492 0.088 
30 
(0.056) (0.047) (0.050) (0.027) 
0.604 0.300 0.496 0.093 
5O 
(0.041) (0.035) (0.039) (0.020) 
0.560 0.300 0.500 0.098 
100 
(O.O28) (0.023) (0.025) (0.014) 
0.600 0.300 0.499 0.098 
200 
(0.019) (0.016) (0.018) (0.010) 
Standard Initial Conditions: 
N o-)o /,~1 ~1 O'a 2 
0.679 0.334 0.465 0.183 
3O 
(0.098) (0.069) (0.080) (0.084) 
0.641 0.315 0.484 0.152 
5O 
(0.061) (0.045) (0.053) (0.055) 
0.617 0.307 0.494 0.132 
100 
(0.035) (0.026) (0.029) (0.035) 
0.609 0.304 0.496 0.115 
2O0 
(0.022) (0.017) (0.019) (0.018) 
Approximate Initial Conditions: 
N d~o 0-)1 
0.610 0.304 
30 
(0.058) (0.049) 
0.606 0.301 
5O 
(0.042) (0.036) 
0.601 0.301 
100 
(0.028) (0.023) 
0.601 0.301 
200 
(0.019) (0.016) 
N: Sample size. 
Standard errors in brackets. 
Mean Square Error 
Exact Initial Conditions [see equations (16),(17)] 
51 52 MSE(o~o) MSE(dJ1) MSE(51) MSE(52) 
3.146 2.23 2.56 0.848 
1.707 1.217 1.541 0.453 
0.78 0.506 0.62 0.203 
0.372 0.251 0.31 0.102 
]z = O, P1 = AP1A T + E~,~E T
(~1 0"a 2 
MSE(d)0) MSE(d)I) MSE((~I) MSE(52) 
15.725 5.917 7.6 13.93 
5.438 2.244 3.06 5.717 
1.51 0.699 0.892 2.18 
0.573 0.307 0.386 0.536 
0.488 0.076 
(0.053) (0.023) 
0.493 0.085 
(0.040) (0.019) 
0.498 0.094 
(0.025) (0.014) 
0.499 0.096 
(0.018) (0.010) 
# ---- WN1WN, P1 ---- AP1A T -[- E~"eE T
(MSE) multiplied by 1000. 
MSE(d;0) MSE(d~I) MSE($1) MSE(da 2) 
3.474 2.423 2.985 1.119 
1.811 1.305 1.65 0.565 
0.8 0.521 0.627 0.222 
0.375 0.256 0.315 0.11 
aga in  normal  w i th  zero mean and eovar iance matr ix  
X*P(X* )  T + • (A.5) 
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Under these conditions, the conditional mean and covariance of ~1 are 
E (a l  l a) --- pT(x*)T {D+ X*P(X*)T} -1 d, (A.6) 
COV (Otl {(i) = P-  P(X*) r {D+ X*P(X*)T}-I X*P. (A.7) 
Taking into account hat a T = Ix T (x~) T IT, the exact expressions for the conditional mean 
and covariance would be 
E(Xl I U) =/z -- P12X T (D + XP22X T) - I  d, (A.8) 
COV(Xl [ U) - P1 = P l l  - P12 XT (D + XP22XT) -1 XP21 , (A.9) 
and the application of the matrix inversion lemma to (A.8),(A.9) yields (16),(17). | 
APPENDIX  2 
PROOF OF EXPRESSIONS (21)-(23) 
Let II be a symmetric matrix such that [ [ ]1 
"Hll 1112] = P l l  P12 
11= 1121 1122J P21 P22+S -1 ' (A.10) 
where the blocks Pn ,  P12, P21, and P22 are defined in (A.1) and $ is defined in (18). Applying 
the inverse of partitioned matrices to (A.10), it holds that 
-1 -1 
I111---~ {P11-P12(s - l@P22)P21} , ( i . l l )  
II12 : -1111P12 (S -1 + P22) -1 , (A.12) 
and applying again the inverse of partitioned matrices, equations (16),(17) can be written as 
# = el2 (S -1 + P22) -1S -is, (A.13) 
P1 = Pn  - P12 (S -1 + P22) -1 P21. (A.14) 
Comparing (A.11),(A.12) with (A.13),(A.14), we obtain 
P11 = Iill, (A.15) 
P l l#  = IlllP12 (S -1 + P22)-1 S_ls = _ii128_18 ' (A.16) 
/~TPll/~ ---- sTs-11-I21IItllI12S-ls, (A.17) 
where HI+I is the Moore-Pensore pseudoinverse of Hit, such that 1111 = IInlI+lHn and s is 
defined in (19). By Theorem 3 of [12], the inverse of P = k~N(~g)  T T ~EpE(~E)T exists and 
is nonzero; see equation (20). Denoting V = p - t  such that 
V = LV21 v22 -- LP21 P22 = p- l ,  (A.18) 
it is easy to prove that the blocks of 11 in (A.10) and those of V in (A.18) are related by the 
following equalities: 
1111 = VII - V12(S + V22)-1V21, (A.19) 
II12 = Vl2(S + V22) - l s ,  (A.20) 
1-[22 = V22(S + V22)--ls, (A.21) 
and substituting (A.19)-(A.21) in (A.15)-(A.17), we obtain 
P11 = Vii - V12(S + V22)-lV21, (A.22) 
P l l#  ----- V12(S + V22)-ls, (A.23) 
#TPl l  # -: sT(s + V22)-lv2111+lV12(S + V22)-1s, (A.24) 
where H+I exists and is nonzero. Then, (A.22)-(A.24) coincide with (21)-(23), respectively, and 
both quantities are always finite and nonzero. | 
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